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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this paper is to provide the new
segmentation technique based on structure approach for
Handwritten Hindi text. Segmentation is one of the major stages
of character recognition. The handwritten text is separated into
lines, lines into words and words into characters. The errors in
segmentation propagate to recognition. The performance is
evaluated on handwritten data of 1380 words of 200 lines written
by 15 different writers. The overall results of segmentation are
very promising.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper is organized as follows. In next Section, we have
discussed the creation of database used for the experimental
purposes. Section 3 includes the discussion about the
characteristics of Hindi language. In Section 4, we have discussed
the segmentation technique used for segmenting the handwritten
Hindi text. Finally, Section 5 contains results and discussions.

2. DATABASE
All experiments are conducted on database constructed by taking
handwritten data from 15 writers. Ten writers were asked to write
paragraph of 10-15 lines of same text. Also five writers were
asked to write different text. A healthy mix of people from various
backgrounds was taken so as to make such a small database as
close as possible to the real database. Data of different sizes and
slants is also included in the database. No pre processing is
performed on the data. Figures 1 and 2 contain part of
handwritten Hindi database.

Handwritten character recognition is an important filed of Optical
Character Recognition (OCR). The recognition of handwritten
text in scripts is one of the major areas of research. A good survey
about OCR is given in [1]. The recognition of Indian scripts is
gaining much attention now days. Hindi being the official
language of India yet a few research reports available on it.
Devanagari is the most popular script in India. Devanagari is the
script for writing Hindi language. Hindi is written from left to
right. The first research report on Handwritten Devanagari
character was published in 1977 [2], but not much research work
was done after that. Researchers worked on isolated handwritten
Hindi characters or handwritten Hindi numerals but not on
complete handwritten Hindi text. Many approaches have been
proposed by researchers for recognition of isolated handwritten
Hindi characters or recognition of Hindi numerals. The
segmentation is one of the major stages of character recognition.
To the best of my knowledge this is the first paper with complete
handwritten Hindi text segmentation.
A lot of research is done in the past on line segmentation of
handwritten text. A wide variety of line segmentation methods for
handwritten documents are reported in the literature. The various
existing methods for line segmentation are categorized as
projection based[3,4], Hough transform based[5], smearing[6],
grouping[7], graph based[8], CTM (Cut text Minimum)
approach[9], block covering[10] and linear programming. An
overview of OCR research in Indian scripts is given in [11].
Bansal [12] has worked on printed Devanagari text recognition.
Among some latest work, Jindal et. al. [13-16] have worked on
recognition of degraded printed Gurmukhi script documents and
addressed various problems faced during recognition.

Figure 1. Part of database.
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b)
c)

Segmentation of words from the lines.
Segmentation of characters from the words.

4.1 Line Segmentation
We proposed a line segmentation method which is based on
header line detection and base line detection. We have used twostripe projection for header and base line detection. Header line is
the most visible part of the text. Detection of header line is one
the most challenging tasks in skew variable or fluctuating line
text. Till now most of the researchers are detecting the header line
by finding the row with maximum pixel density, but it can not
work for skew variable text.
We make following assumptions about the data:
1. The minimum height of character consonant in a line is
eight pixels. Average line height is 30 pixels.
2. The skew in a text is not more than the height of a
character consonant.

Figure 3. Header line and Base line.

The algorithm for line segmentation has following steps:
Figure 2. Part of database.

Step 1: Initially, rough estimate of the header lines in whole of the
text are made by the formula
pcol(i) > 15 & pcol(i) > pcol(i :i+8) & pcol(i:i+8)>0

3. CHARATCTERISCTS OF HINDI
LANGUAGE
Devanagari is the script for writing Hindi, Nepali, Marathi and
Sanskrit languages. The alphabets of Devanagari script consists of
33 consonants and 14 vowels. It is written from left to right. There
is no concept of lower or upper case in Hindi language.
In Hindi language, most of the characters have a horizontal line at
the upper part. In Hindi language characters also have a half form
which increases the language complexity for recognition. The half
characters may touch with full characters to make the characters
called conjuncts. In each conjunct character, the right part is a full
consonant, and the left part is always a half consonant. When two
or more characters are combined to form a word, the horizontal
lines touch each other and generate a header line called
shirorekha. The vowels (modifiers) can be placed at the left, right
(or both), top or bottom of the consonant. The vowels above the
header line are called ascenders or upper modifiers and vowels
below the consonants are called descenders or lower modifiers.
Two consecutive lines touch or overlap each other due to these
modifiers. This makes the segmentation of handwritten Hindi text
very complex.

4. SEGMENTATION
The text segmentation is divided into three parts:
a) Segmentation of lines from the text.

pcol(i) > floor(wdth(i/7))
where,
pcol(i): No. of pixel in row i
width(i): width of line i i.e difference between last pixel
and first pixel position of line i.
Step 2: After finding first header line, we skip 8 rows (equal to
minimum height of consonant) to find the next header line.
Step 3: From (i+8)th row to (i+22)th row, we find the mth row
with minimum of pixels.
Step 4: We skip the rows upto mth row and goto step 1 to find the
next header line.
After finding the header lines, the most challenging task is to find
the base line. For finding the base line following procedure is
followed:
Step 1: Two consecutive rough header lines are taken.
Step 2: The line is again divided into two equal halves (stripes).
Step 3: The rows with minimum of pixels are taken as base lines
separately for each half.
Step 4: Then the lines are separated between header lines and
base lines separately for each half.
Step 5: Then two separate lines are joined to get the actual text
line.
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This method gives good results for uniform and non uniform
skewed lines.

consonants

segmented

3870

3062

79.12

4.2 Word Segmentation
After lines are segmented from text, words are segmented from
lines by vertical projection profile. For each column of the line the
number of black pixels is counted and the columns with zero
black pixels are used as delimiters for word separation. To
distinguish the character separation from the word separation, we
have selected the delimiter as at least three continuous columns
with zero black pixels for word separation.

4.3 Character Segmentation
For character separation the vertical projection method is used
after header line detection. The algorithm has following steps:

Table 4. Accuracy of Ascenders (Upper modifiers)
Total
ascenders

Ascenders correctly
segmented

% of accuracy

1366

1305

95.5

Table 5. Accuracy of Descenders (lower modifiers)
Total lower
modifiers

Lower modifiers
correctly segmented

% of accuracy

132

109

82.6

Step 1: The header line is identified using the horizontal
projection profile. The line with maximum number of black pixels
in upper 10% part of the word is considered as the header line.
Let this position be h1.

Step 3: To separate lower modifiers, first we find the difference in
heights of characters. If difference between maximum height and
minimum height is at least 20% of the height, then we assume
lower modifier exists otherwise not. Then from the lowest row we
find three vertical black pixel crossings or two vertical black pixel
crossings with two or more black pixels in second crossing in
lower 20% part. Then we separate the lower modifier from the
second crossing to the lowest row. We note the position of second
crossing say bt1.
Step 4: From h1+1 to bt1 row of the image the vertical projection
is made and the column with zero black pixels is treated as
delimiter for character separator.

Segmentation Rate

Step 2: From h1-1(if h1>2 otherwise we assumed no upper
modifier present) to top row the vertical projection is made and
the columns with zero black pixels is treated as delimiter for
separation of ascenders (upper modifiers). This is done for whole
of the word starting from first column to last column of the word.

Segmentation Results
91.5

98.1

95.5
79.12

82.6

line Word Const Ascender Descender

Figure 4. Segmentation results

The above method of character segmentation shows good results.

5. RESULTS
The results of text segmentation into lines, lines into words and
words into characters are given in the following tables.
Table 1. Accuracy of Text line segmentation
Total Lines

Lines correctly segmented

% of accuracy

200

183

91.5

Table 2. Accuracy of Word segmentation
Total
Words

Words correctly
segmented

% of accuracy

1380

1354

98.1

Figure 5. Correctly Segmented Lines (Result of figure 2)

Table 3. Accuracy of Consonants
Total

Consonants correctly

% of accuracy
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segmentation propagate to character segmentation. Most of the
half characters are also segmented correctly but work of proper
segmentation if half characters is still in progress.
The study may be carried out in future with following direction:
(a) The text line segmentation technique given above does not
work for large skewed lines and touching lines. So text line
segmentation can be changed to improve the segmentation
results.
(b) The segmentation of half characters is not done yet. It may be
carried out in the future.
(c) The character separation technique explained above can be
applied on other Indian scripts.
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